Directions

- From I-5, exit La Jolla Village Drive and go WEST.
- Turn right (north) at Villa La Jolla Drive. Go up the hill and past the VA Hospital on the right.
- Straight ahead is the Gilman Parking Structure.
- There will be a limited number of spaces reserved for this event in the Visitor Parking area, on the lower level. Feel free to park there.
- Once these spaces are filled, visitors will need to find their own parking, at a paid Visitor space (use machine on each floor to purchase permit and place on dash), or alternate lot. Early arrival and carpooling are encouraged, as parking could be a challenge.
- Exit the parking structure to the west (along Russell Drive) and follow pedestrian signs to the Price Center. [North on Russell Dr., Left on Rupertus Way, right/north along Student Services Facility.]
- At “Triton Fountain” either take stairs or elevator [E] (to the left) up to the second level.
- The Price Center East Ballroom [★] is just inside the second floor entry.

HANDICAP PARKING: With an “H” placard, you can park in any valid parking space that is NOT marked with a “Reserved 24/7” sign. See map for areas with designated “H” spaces. Availability is not guaranteed.